The Department of CSSE organized a One Day Workshop on “BEx Web Integration in SAP Business Intelligence” on 11-04-2014 under TEQIP-II, Finishing School. This Workshop covered the topics on SAP BW Data Modeling, BW allows to report on four functional areas: Finance, Sponsored Projects, Supply Chain and Human Resources. Students learned how to explore and analyze all of their transactional and analytical data virtually from any data source in real time. The resource person also demonstrated several examples on report generation and Cube Creation.

The students of IV B.Tech gained knowledge on SAP BI and SAP HANA.

Mr. Nagarjuna K, SAP BW/BI/HANA Consultant, Hyderabad, Expert for One Day Workshop on “BEx Web Integration in SAP Business Intelligence”

Mr. Nagarjuna K, SAP BW/BI/HANA Consultant, Hyderabad delivering lecture on “SAP BW Data Modeling Tools”

Mr. Nagarjuna K, SAP BW/BI/HANA Consultant, Hyderabad demonstrated “Examples on report generation and Cube Creation”

Lab Session on Report Generation and Cube Generation